±We demonstrate a novel approach for controlling the formation of line-defects in wrinkling patterns by introducing step-like changes in the Young's modulus of elastomeric substrates supporting thin, stiff layers. Wrinkles are formed upon treating the poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) substrates by UV/Ozone (UVO) exposure in uniaxially stretched state and subsequent relaxation. Line defects such 15 as minutiae known from fingerprints are a typical feature in wrinkling patterns. The position where these defects occur is random for homogenous substrate elasticity and film thickness. However, we show that they can be predetermined by using PDMS substrates consisting of areas with different cross-linking densities. While changing the cross-linking density is well known to influence the wrinkling wavelength, we use this parameter in this study to force defect formation. The defect 20 formation is monitored in-situ using light microscopy and the mechanical parameters/film thicknesses are determined using imaging AFM indentation measurements. Thus the observed wrinklewavelengths can be compared to theoretical predictions. We study the density and morphology of defects for different changes in elasticity and compare our findings with theoretical considerations based on the Swift-Hohenberg-Equation to simply emulate the observed pattern-formation process, 25 finding good agreement. The fact that for suitable changes in elasticity, well-ordered defect patterns 
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Introduction
Wrinkling is a mechanical instability phenomenon of thin films. Wrinkles form, if a laminar system consisting of a stiff, thin layer in strong adhesive contact with a soft, macroscopic elastomer is subject 5 to in-plane compression. Under these conditions, the well-known buckling instability results in periodic surface corrugations. Due to its generic nature, wrinkling can be found in biological 1, 2 , geomorphological 3, 4 as well as artificial structures. 5, 6 In the framework of surface patterning and structuring, controlled formation of wrinkles has been investigated and characterized intensively in the last two decades. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] Importantly, permanent wrinkle patterns can be formed, if the thin layer is 10 created while an elastomeric substrate is under strain and subsequently relaxed. Possible preparation methods are in-situ oxidation of poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) substrates by treatment with Plasma, 13, 14 UVO [15] [16] [17] , wet chemicals 18 or coating of these substrates with metals 19 and polymers 20 , respectively. Besides, other methods are employed, e.g. the utilization of distortion effects of elastomers at an water-substrate-interface that lead to sinusoidal bending 21 or the coating of an 15 elastomer with a UV-curable material instead of attaching two layers to each other. 22 Wrinkle patterns display always deviations from an ideal structure, even in the simplest case of uniaxial strain, yielding parallel oriented wrinkles. These defects can be classified into two categories, cracks and line defects, respectively. Most work has been done on the investigation of cracks, which are mechanically induced film fractures. [23] [24] [25] Recently, some publications report on specific 20 applications of thin-film-cracking where the evolving channels are filled with metals and consequently utilized as conducting 2D-networks. 26, 27 In contrast our work focuses on the second defect type -the line defects that are known as minutiae in fingerprints. Their evolution in random fingerprint-like structures with defects has been simulated lately. 28 Line defects are characterized by two adjacent ridges merging into one single ridge or by a termination of a ridge, as illustrated in Figure 1 for 25
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fingerprints, where the term minutiae is used for the line defects, and for wrinkle patterns formed using the method presented in this study. For ideal homogenous, infinite systems line defect nucleation is a homogenous nucleation process.
However, in real systems line defects are frequently found to nucleate at heterogeneities in elastic constants or film thicknesses or at boundaries. In many applications, these line defects are considered 10 a nuisance since they appear stochastically and thus limit the structural perfection and long range order of wrinkling patterns. However, they as well present an interesting example of symmetry breaking and harnessing the position at which line defects occur might pave the road to control symmetry breaking and formation of complex hierarchical structures.
Following this rationale, we present a method to generate patterned defects in a controlled fashion. We 15 introduce a novel method for the preparation of PDMS with steep local changes in the Young's modulus and study permanent wrinkle formation in these systems. We investigate the mechanical properties of the system using nanomechanical AFM techniques. Furthermore, we employ light microscopy for in-situ investigation of wrinkle and line-defect formation. These studies are the basis to elucidate the underlying structure formation mechanism. We investigate the spatial distribution of 20 line defects and long range ordering effects. Finally, we discuss potential applications in optics, particle alignment or microfluidics.
29, 30
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Results and Discussion
Wrinkled samples were prepared from commercially available PDMS system Sylgard 184 (Dow Corning Ltd., Midland, USA). PDMS samples were treated with UVO in uni-axially stretched state to induce wrinkle formation upon relaxation. Upon relaxation a buckling instability caused by mechanical mismatch between the applied thin oxide layer and the elastic substrate leads to wrinkle 5 formation perpendicular to the strain direction. (See Figure 2) . The resulting wavelengths of the buckling instability can be calculated for small strains according to the well-known equations 1 -3 31 ,
(1) Herein, ε c represents the critical uniaxial strain necessary to induce wrinkling, while λ describes the wavelength of the buckling instability, h is denoted as layer thickness and Ē f and Ē s are the planestrain-moduli of the layer and substrate respectively that can be calculated with the according 15
Poisson's ratio ν. Modifying the ratio of the pre-polymer to curing-agent results in a stiffness variation of the resulting silicone from 0.24 MPa to 1.82 MPa. To create a sample that features two different wrinkling wavelengths and a small, defined crossover area in between, we combined these materials displaying large differences in stiffness.
Sample preparation 20
The samples were prepared sequentially in three steps: 1) a matrix containing the highest cross-linker content was prepared, 2) fluid soft PDMS being discrete or gradient-like was cast into the matrix presenting one side and 3) the matrix was cross-linked thermally, ensuring a covalent linkage between
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Consequently, the interface between both materials displayed a sharp mechanical transition between the different phases of PDMS. According to Equation 2 a change of substrate elasticity is directly correlated with a change in wavelength for constant film elasticity and thickness. To investigate 5 wrinkling of substrates with different Young's modulus focusing on the defect formation process two different sample types were prepared (Figure 2) . One sample type was prepared casting soft PDMS into a mold consisting of only hard PDMS (Figure 2a) giving a composite consisting of two pure materials. The other sample type was prepared by casting a soft-to-hard-gradient into a mold of hard PDMS using a modified method of Claussen et al. 33 ( Figure 2b ). The line-defects are expected to 10 preferentially nucleate at the interface of hard-to-soft material. This is due to a difference in substrate stiffness, which forces a local change of preferred wavelength that goes along with formation of line branches. Additionally, the speed of relaxation has an impact on their number and shape, 34 that is why the samples were allowed to relax with highest possible rate after oxidation to create as many line defects as possible. Furthermore, according to Equation 1 the wrinkle evolution is not simultaneous in 15 both phases, but will occur when the critical strain ε c is reached, depending on the respective Young's
moduli. In order to analyze this predicted behavior, we used a custom-built in-situ setup (see also Figure S2 ) based on optical microscopy to study wrinkle and defect formation along the stiffness modification lines. 
20
Figure 2: Schematic illustration of the two sample types: A soft, discrete (a) and a soft-to-hard gradient, both embedded in a hard matrix (b) with a cross profile of the sample. In (c) a typical
Qualitative analysis
The stretched and oxidized samples were released with a defined speed. The wrinkle evolution was tracked in-situ via reflected light microscopy focused at the oxidized surface layer in order to capture 5 changes in the surface morphology. Figure 3 shows representative results for a homogeneous sample with discrete step in substrate elasticity: After focusing the interface between hard and soft polymer the wrinkle evolution was induced by slowly decreasing the strain from an elongation of ε = 50% (15 mm initial sample length and 22,5 mm strained state) with 6.1 mm / min. For a ε of 41% the first wrinkles can be observed in the soft phase (3b). They were entirely shaped at a ε of 39% (3c), 10 meaning the amount of waves and line-defects remains constant. For a ε of 35% buckling is induced within the hard phase (3d). The wrinkle evolution is completed at a ε of 30 % resulting in a fully wrinkle-covered surface (3e). The corrugations on the soft phase slightly protrude into the unwrinkled hard phase (3c). It is caused by different boundary conditions of the two phases which results in a singularity within the interphase that consequently induces line-defect formation close to the interface. 15 Here the critical strain as well as the final wavelength changes dramatically. Thus, line defects caused by singularity are pinned to the interface transition or nucleate in close proximity. Further strain release afterwards only leads to a compression of the waves, which results in increasing amplitudes and reduced wavelengths. The underlying wrinkle formation process can be divided into two different steps. First the waves emerge within domains with sizes of a few buckling periods, followed by a rapid 20 growth with decreasing strain resulting in wrinkle joining. The latter is accompanied by the appearance of line-defects. 
The soft discrete inclusion is present at the bottom each, the hard at the top. In the beginning the substrate is pre-strained to 50% of its initial length (a), the oxidized layer on top is unstrained. Upon strain release wrinkles do form first within the soft inclusion (b and c) followed by 5 the hard matrix (d and e). For a video capture of this process, see ESI.
Quantitative parameter analysis
To compare our experimental results with the theory we quantitatively determined all relevant parameters. According to Equation 2 the required parameters are the Young's Moduli Ē S and Ē F respectively, and the layer height h F of homogenous (non-embedded) hard and soft PDMS. The data 10 for the substrate moduli of hard and soft phase were taken from Claussen et al. 33 They determined 1.82 ± 0.04 MPa for hard and 0.24 ± 0.01 MPa for soft PDMS. Additionally, we performed indentation measurements to check for the mechanical uniformity of the individual phases. Therefore the samples were analyzed prior to oxidation with a sapphire sphere (400 µm radius) along the line of previous publications. 15, 36 For statistical reasons every sample was measured five times on different 15 spots. For hard PDMS the averaged Young's modulus was determined to be 2.9 ± 0.31 MPa and for soft 0.65 ± 0.14 MPa. These results are higher compared to the data taken from Claussen et al.
obtained for bulk measurements. 33 Other groups showed that this effect is due to general differences 43 This method enabled us to map areas of 20 µm x 20 µm at the 10 interphase of bulk and oxidized PDMS. For this we took an oxidized and wrinkled sample and cut a cross profile at the layer edge from the sample middle with a scalpel. Afterwards a cryo-mikrotome was used to smoothen the surface (subsequent roughness: ~ 5nm) followed by Peak-Force QNM measurements. (For detailed sample preparation see ESI). The local maxima of Young's Moduli for both hard and soft oxidized PDMS are found to be in the range of 90 -100 MPa (Figure 4) . The 15 effective layer thickness of the oxide-films was determined as the intersection of a linear fit of the gradient slope (green lines in Figure 4 ) and the baseline of the profile (red lines). The resulting film thickness was determined to be 4.9 µm for hard and 5.7 µm for soft PDMS, respectively. Averaging the elastic constants allowed for estimation of the wrinkling wavelengths of the UVO oxidized samples. The averaging was performed by calculating the arithmetic mean of all Young's moduli from 20 the layer top to its bottom. Doing so the average Young's modulus was determined to be 54.0 MPa for the oxidized layer on hard PDMS and 55.3 MPa on soft PDMS, respectively, which is compatible with the range found in literature 44 . The linear-like slope of hard PDMS is slightly steeper for soft PDMS.
Most likely the less dense polymer network facilitates the Ozone to penetrate deeper into the substrate.
In general UVO results in a low degree of oxidation compared to plasma treated PDMS (0.4 GPa < E 25 < 7.1 GPa) 44 or to glass (E ~ 73 GPa) 45 .
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Figure 4: Peak force analysis: The terrain images are nanomechanical mappings of the Young's modulus at the bulk/oxide layer interphase of soft (left) and hard PDMS (right). Below are the according cross section profiles that were averaged over the whole image size consisting of 469 lines.
Wrinkled surfaces were analyzed using a profilometer in order to determine the wavelengths of λ hard = 5 46 µm and λ soft = 72 µm. From the above discussed values we calculated the theoretical wavelength for the homogeneous samples were calculated according to Equation 2 (in first order approximation) and compared to the experimentally determined wavelengths. Besides all known variables the Poisson's ratios used in Equation 3 were set to 0.5 for PDMS and 0.17 for the oxidized, glassy film.
Here, the theory predicts 30 % larger wavelengths than the experimentally found. Furthermore, we 10 performed calculations based on a higher order approximation introduced by Jiang et al. 46 This approach also considers the effect of the applied strain on the wrinkle wavelength and amplitude as homogenous materials. However, the deviation in the hard matrix is not as pronounced as for the soft discrete inclusion. This difference is mainly caused by the complex stress / strain situation in the embedded sample: For the homogenous sample, the strain can be considered to be homogenous and directly related to the elongation of the sample in stretching direction. As defined by Hook's law stress is directly related to strain. The composite nature of the embedded sample however causes 20 heterogeneity of the stress and strain. Neither can the local strain be inferred from the elongation of the sample, nor can stress be considered to be homogenous. To gain a more quantitative picture of the stress/strain situation, mechanical finite element modelling was performed to understand the underlying mechanisms and distortions of the composite sample 5 compared to homogenous PDMS. In a block of homogenous hard or soft PDMS the stress upon compression is distributed homogenously within the sample, as depicted in Figure 5a . In contrast the stress is not uniformly distributed for soft PDMS embedded in hard PDMS. The stress within the soft discrete inclusion is much lower than for the surrounding hard PDMS (Figure 5a and c) . Furthermore, the stress within the hard matrix is focused at the sides of the inclusion leading to an increase from ~ 10 Nevertheless it does not explain the shrinkage in wavelength for the soft PDMS. We identified two other potential reason for this observation: (1) An inhomogeneous stress distribution within the 15 asymmetric matrix of soft PDMS (from all sides but one) causes a vertical distortion of the compressed sample, (2) changes in sample composition have however larger effects. Indentation measurements on unwrinkled composite substrates revealed differences in the Young's modulus compared to the neat samples. The soft phase is hardened from 0.65 to 0.8 MPa while at the same time the hard phase is slightly weakened from 2.9 to 2.5 MPa. These changes are most likely caused by 20 diffusion of the Pt-catalyst from the hard into the soft phase either while gelation at room temperature and during thermal curing, respectively. In combination with the increase of stress within the matrix that is indicated by simulations the drastic changes in wavelength for both matrix and inner part can be explained.
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Defect formation in gradient structures
The observed effects at the border between discrete inclusion and surrounding revealed that defects preferentially nucleate in close proximity to the mechanical transition. In order to study the underlying 10 processes in more detail we substituted the discrete soft inclusion with a lateral, defined gradient in Young's modulus 33 and embedded it as before in a matrix of hard PDMS. Thus, the crossover from inclusion to matrix within this composite material is no longer at a fixed ratio between two stiffness values but changes gradually along the substrate. The initial Young's modulus ratio is 1:5 and it decreases to a ratio of 1:1 at the hard end. 15
At the interface bearing a Young's modulus ratio of 1:1 a similar wrinkle wavelength developed in both areas and no line-defects were observed (see Figure 6a) . For the other cases, we defined a defect density by counting the number of waves in both areas from one to the next defect (Equation 5).
Dividing the counted number derived from the gradient by this of the matrix gives a defect density ratio σ d defined by the number of waves in one repetitive unit n i for the gradient and n m for the matrix. 20
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So at the center of the composite material the defect density from microscopy images is 0.83 (5 gradient waves divided by 6 matrix waves), with a measured modulus ratio of 1:2 (Figure 6b ). The measured difference in wavelength by profilometry at the sample middle is as high as 43 ± 3 µm to 56 ± 2 µm, giving an average ratio of 0.77, so slightly lower. For the soft end however the defect density 5 was determined to be 0.66 (Figure 6c) 47 that includes both anisotropy and a spatially periodic inhomogeneity 48 using the pseudo-spectral method and considering a flat surface with small noise as initial condition.
‫ݑ‬ mimics the local height of the surface, ߝ is the dimensionless strain and the parameters ܹ and ܿ control the anisotropy of the system. We chose ܹ = 1 and ܿ = 0.5. The spatially varying "natural" wavelength was set to be 2ߨ/‫ݍ‬ሺ‫ݕ‬ሻ. Perfectly aligned straight wrinkles (Figure 6d ) are obtained for constant natural wavenumber q (Figure 6g) . For a steep transition in wavenumber (Figure 6h) branching defects emerge (Figure 6e) . The periodicity of these line-defects is further decreased 20 resulting in higher branching density (Figure 6f) for increased values of the wavenumber jump (Figure 6i) . Here, all the branching-defects are stationary and emerge spontaneously along the contact line between the two domains with different preferred wavenumbers ‫ݍ‬ ଵ and ‫ݍ‬ ଶ . Those correspond well to the ratios determined experimentally at the middle end the soft end of the gradient, respectively. The presented method has high potential for the systematic production of gradients and so not only for 5 the aimed generation and understanding of ordered line branching structures. Beyond this the presented results might find application within the field of particle alignment. Controlled induction of line-defects can be used to break the symmetry within particle assemblies by generating y-shaped 
Conclusion
The objective of this work was the investigation of line defects observed in wrinkled substrates.
Composite PDMS samples consisting of two covalently attached PDMS phases with different 5 mechanical properties were prepared, wrinkled and analyzed. The predetermined change of substrate stiffness along the phase border resulted in different wavelengths caused by the buckling instability and so reinforced the wrinkles to branch more frequently here. Consequently the branches had a main orientation at the border, pointing from the soft side with large waves to the hard side, where shorter waves were found. The gradient sample showed an interesting behavior of oriented, patterned defects. 10 We concluded that the stiffness difference of both substrate phases did match a value here that induced a whole-number ratio of the buckling instability. This was not observed in the sample with discrete, soft PDMS in the inclusion. In order to confront empirical wrinkling theories with our results, we had to measure h F and E F of the UVO-oxidized layer. Via Peak Force QNM we gained values of h F = 4.9 -5.7 µm and E F = 54.0 MPa and 55.3 MPa, respectively. Wavelengths and amplitudes of the wrinkles 15 were determined via profilometry resulting in 46 µm and 73 µm for the homogeneous samples, 35 µm and 45 µm in the heterogeneous system with just hard and soft PDMS respectively 51 µm and 63 µm in the gradient system. A mechanical stress simulation revealed an increase in the surface stress distribution around the embedded discrete inclusion that induces a wave shortage. In the wider dimensioned gradient sample this problem was less pronounced. Summarized the system presented in 20 this paper has a high potential for ordering defects in a patterned way and beyond to keep the adjacent wrinkled areas defect-free. Our findings increase the understanding of the formation of defects in controlled wrinkling systems. One application that may use line defects of adjustable number and direction is the generation of size-and angle-tunable channel junctions for microfluidic devices. Two waves terminating into one act as the micro-channel junction that may be sealed on top with another 25 layer of PDMS or glass. Another application might be the organization of nanoparticles onto welldefined, equi-distant Y-shaped templates. . Stamping these assemblies onto a flat substrate creates 
